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Council candidates discuss debt incurred
from Sandy
About $36.2 million in debt incurred due to Superstorm Sandy
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — Four candidates will face off for the two open seats on the council this Election Day, Nov. 5.

The two seats up for grabs this year are that of Council members Brian Magovern and Claire Deicke. Councilman
Magovern will be seeking re-election. Council President Deicke chose not to seek re-election.

The four candidates — Councilman Magovern, Janis Keown-Blackburn, Thomas Burke and David Schneck — were
asked to answer a question about a local issue in 400 words or less. Their answers appear below, verbatim.

~

Q.Belmar has incurred about $57.7 million in municipal debt — $43 million of which was incurred since Sandy.
Of that $43 million, $36.2 million was for Sandy related costs and $6.76 million was not Sandy related and was
for water/sewer projects. That will be paid for by the water/sewer utility. Since Sandy, the borough has been
able to pay down almost $4 million— $3.1 million of which was for Sandy-related costs— leaving about $39
million in debt since the storm. Of the remaining $33.1 million in Sandy-related costs, up to 90 percent is
expected to be reimbursed by FEMA. Do you think the $36.2 million spent for Sandy recovery was justified? Or
do you believe the borough's recovery goals could have been accomplished in a more fiscally conservative
manner? And do you believe the borough will be able to pay down, through grants, insurance, low-interest
loans or taxes, the millions that could be left unpaid once all expended money has been reimbursed?

A. BURKE: No, this Democrat administration has created an approaching Dept Storm.
Yes, the recovery efforts that have already been completed, or started, and that are
planned, will force higher taxes. The Belmar paid bill lists and FEMA project
worksheets show numerous examples of extravagant spending. The total debt figure
seems to change frequently. However, whatever the amount of spending for recovery
efforts were, they aren’t all totally justified. FEMA is unlikely to allow reimbursement
for many of the items submitted for consideration. Frankly, the number of unjustified
or extravagant items is too lengthy to list with the space allowed. As example, the
cost of replacing both police and DPW vehicles damaged in the storm was outrageous.
We replaced five of the damaged police cruisers with Tahoe’s that cost $90,000 each

once outfitted. The cost of all new vehicles was over $1 million. We will not get back anything near what we
frivolously paid. The bond for $1.7 million addressing the Silver Lake drainage is not covered by FEMA. We are
not going to be able to use the Beach Utility to pay all of the costs for the proposed pavilions. I’m concerned
that it will be determined that Taylor Pavilion is only partially used for beach-related activities. Therefore,
forecaster’s project only 40 percent to 60 percent of the costs can be charged to that utility. The balance
would become taxpayer responsibility. These are all noteworthy budget impact examples. The amount of debt
we cannot recover from FEMA, insurance, or other avenues will become the taxpayer’s debt. Bond service
amounts will necessitate a levy be imposed. Yes, we are in a tight spot, but we will come out of our hardships
down the road. We could have avoided some of our financial shortfall had we done a better job in the
beginning. We did very definitely need to act swiftly on some early storm issues that we don’t need to get into
here. We did not however, need to act as swiftly in other areas. It seemed from the beginning that there was
free money, the government will pay for everything, so go ahead and get everything we need, don’t worry
about the costs. Many people just didn’t seem to realize that this is our money. You and I are FEMA. The
attitude of “let’s get our share” was just gluttony. Let’s hope we have all learned from our experience.
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A. SCHNECK: To understand Belmar’s current debt situation, you should know where it came from, and which
parts are going to be paid in what manner. My understanding, using figures deemed accurate by a Belmar
official, is that our pre-Sandy total debt was $18.5 million and now is $48.25 million if FEMA pays all our claims.
[Belmar is one of only three towns whose bills are reported as undergoing FEMA audit]. Here is a brief overview
of what has happened since Sandy: The school debt dipped from $3.5 million to $3 million. The water utility
debt climbed from $3.5 million to $11 million. That increase wasn’t Sandy-related. The beach utility debt went
from zero to nearly $30 million. If FEMA pays it’s $14 million claim, the debt will be $15.5 million. The
municipal portion of the debt, including marina debt, rose from $11.5 million to $19 million. That’s if we get
the whole $3 million for that portion of our FEMA submissions. So that’s where we are. We’re not getting $30
million from FEMA as the question presumes. Our claims total only $17 million and even they’re being audited.
Hopefully the water and beach utilities can service their debts but, if not, we pay. The $19 million municipal
debt, minus whatever the not-very-profitable marina can pay, is all ours. We own it. All the money has been
spent, so we can’t undo any of it like Manasquan did with their debt [which was significantly less than ours to
begin with]. Could we have spent less? Yes, a lot less. Thinking that FEMA would happily pay any bill, this
administration behaved like spoiled children in a toy store. We allowed AshBritt to overcharge us by millions in
no-bid contracts. We spent over a million dollars at the Chevy dealer, buying new trucks for public works and
replacing our Crown Victoria police cruisers with Tahoe SUVs at $90,000 each. There were seemingly endless
spending abuses and I don’t believe anyone down there ever said no to anything. I’ve read every payment-
of-bills list since the storm and was appalled at how little regard they had for the taxpayers, no matter which
taxpayers they thought ultimately would be paying for all this. To answer the final questions: Any grants will be
in the thousands, not millions. The insurance, I believe, has been used already. You can’t pay down debt by
borrowing more. Taxes are already too high. So I would suggest we practice some spending discipline and
significantly cut our $15 million budget.

A. KEOWN-BLACKBURN: Sandy was a devastation that no one expected. All of our shore towns are experiencing
the same problems with debt because of the storm. I know Belmar is actively seeking all sources of funds
through grants, chasing FEMA, and was creative in finding money with their Buy-A-Board campaign. I believe
Belmar was justified to aggressively work to clean up our town as quickly as possible. Just for the emotional
well being and morale of our residents, a quick cleanup was necessary. New Jersey’s governor made it possible
for towns to use a company that he selected for clean up. Because we chose to go that route, we were ahead
of many other towns, some of which still look today much the same as they did after Sandy. Anyone can play
Monday morning quarterback, but dealing with a problem quickly is sometimes necessary. We are a beach town.
Belmar aggressively improved our situation while announcing to the country that we would be open for
business. And, we were. Our business owners depend on our summer visitors for a majority of their income.
Getting Belmar up and running insured many of our residents had jobs this summer. Yesterday, I spoke with a
man who owns a summer home in Ortley Beach. His family went down this year but he said, “It felt like a ghost
town with very few people and many businesses closed.” I’ve talked to many of our business owners and I
heard everything from business was OK, to it was a good summer, and one said, “one of the best summers.” If
we want to keep a viable business district we must have summer visitors. Several of those businesses helped
our residents during the weeks after Sandy. A viable business district keeps a vibrant town. We continue to
receive money for our recovery. Our town administrator is aggressively going after grants and working on FEMA
worksheets to pursue every dollar that we can get. I certainly believe we are able to pay off our debt.

A. MAGOVERN: First, let me premise by saying that the original figures presented in the question were wrong,
but they now accurately reflect the debt incurred by Belmar. To answer the main premise of the question,
concerning whether I believe that the money spent for recovery from the storm was justified, then my answer
is a resounding yes. Belmar certainly did not cause the storm or was it in any way responsible for the amount of
damage caused by the storm, when the Atlantic Ocean flooded our river, lakes, streets and homes. The storm
caused millions and millions of dollars of damage. The cost to repair and recover from this damage will
certainly take more money than the residents of Belmar can afford. We have been promised by the federal
government in Washington and the state government in Trenton that they will come to Belmar’s aid and
support, with money from FEMA. Also, Belmar’s mayor and council, administrator, chief financial officer, and
engineers have been working feverishly, since the storm, to find and apply for grant money, from every possible
source that is available, in order to ease the burden on the Belmar taxpayer. At this time, Belmar’s bond rating
remains a solid Aa2 and our bond interest rate is only 0.625 percent. In a perfect world we would receive the
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money from Washington and Trenton to pay the construction companies as they complete their work, so that
they can pay their workers. But, in the real world, Belmar must pass bond ordinances for the money, in order to
pay for the completed projects. Belmar must then wait to be reimbursed by the federal agency FEMA. Money
from Washington and Trenton comes slowly; however, I do believe that they will live up to their promise of
75-90 percent reimbursement for the repair, recovery, and mitigation projects related to the storm. The 10-25
percent of Belmar’s share of storm damage is still very expensive but it is far less expensive than if we did not
have the support from the federal and state governments, and had to go it alone. Belmar residents have been
encouraged with the dramatic recovery in just one year’s time. Although, a full recovery will take years, due to
the damage of the infrastructure below ground, I believe the Belmar community benefited from the fast and
strong response taken by the mayor and council and that the expenses incurred were justified.
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